In vitro reconstruction of hybrid vascular tissue. Hierarchic and oriented cell layers.
Hybrid vascular tissue was hierarchically reconstructed in vitro. A hybrid medial layer composed of type I collagen gel, in which SMCs derived from a mongrel dog were embedded, was formed on the inner surface of a compliant porous polyurethane graft (internal diameter = 3 mm). Endothelial cells (ECs) from the same animal were seeded and cultured on the hybrid media to build an intimal layer. Subsequently, hierarchically structured grafts constructed in this manner were subjected to pulsatile flow (flow rate: 8.5 ml/min; frequency: 60 rpm; amplitude: 5% of graft outer diameter) of culture medium (Medium 199 supplemented with 20% fetal calf serum). After stress loading for as long as 10 days, tissues were morphologically investigated with a light microscope and a scanning electron microscope. Inner surfaces of the hybrid tissues were covered with EC monolayers that aligned along the direction of the flow (i.e., longitudinally). However, SMCs beneath the intima aligned in the circumferential direction. These cellular orientations resembled those in native muscular arteries. The pulsatile stress loaded hybrid tissue mimicked native muscular arteries with respect to hierarchic structure and cellular orientation. In vitro mechanical stress loading on a hybrid graft might provide a high degree of integrity in terms of tissue structure that promises high tolerance toward hydrodynamic stress and regulation of vasomotor tone upon implantation.